
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OVERNIGHT LONGHOUSE STAY* 
Travel back in time, before 1534, to pre-contact era and experience an 
extraordinary adventure while spending a night in the traditional Huron
-Wendat longhouse.  Your “pre-contact” experience includes : 
Schedule :  9pm to 7am 
The package included : 

 A fire keeper 

 “Myths and Legends” storyteller 

 A room in the hotel for modern conveniences (double 
occupancy) 

 Breakfast at La Traite restaurant 

 A sleeping bag 
Please inquire at the front desk hotel for the different packages 

MYTHS ET LÉGENDS ($) 
 

In the national longhouse Ekionkiestha’, while sitting 
by a fire, let yourself be mesmerized by the myths and 
legends of the First Nations.   

Schedule:  6:30pm  
Prix :  $ 37,00  +tx / adult 
 $ 18.50 + tx / 6 to12 
 Free / 0 - 5 ans 
 

Reservation mandatory | 418-847-2222 TRADITIONAL  
JEWELRY WORKSHOP 

 

You will make a traditional necklace.  On a 
leather string, you will choose the ornaments 
and learn about their meanings for the Huron-
Wendat Nation. Mrs Andicha will give you the 
most memorable welcome ! 
 
Minimum of 2 people 
Wearing the mask is mandatory 

 
 
 

Lenght:   30 minutes (approximative) 
Schedule:  8:30am| 9am| 9:30am 
Price:  17.00 $ / personne 
 

*DISCOVERY* INTERPRETATIVE TOUR ($) 

This summer, the Huron-Wendat Museum has reinvented the  
interpretative tour to present you a new version of our history, culture, 
historical monuments, and some of Wendake’s beautiful natural  
features to safely guide you through this immersive experience. Upon 
arrival, you will be greeted at the grand shaputuan. During your tour, 
you will visit five sites with live presentations in addition to the tempo-
rary and permanent exhibitions and the Tsawenhohi' House, where our 
Ewen' (water) shop is located and a craftsman will demonstrate  
traditional knowledge, among other things.  

 

ON RESERVATION  5 sites with presentations  
  12 pers. per site | 418-847-2260 
Hall of the beaver : Huron-wendat Museum 
Hall of the bear:  National Longhouse 
Hall of the deer:  Église Notre-Dame-de-Lorette 
Hall of the wolf: Kabir Kouba Fall                                                                                                              
Hall of the turtle:  Nation Place& 
Tsawenhohi House :  Demonstrations of traditional knowledge + 

Awen' (water) shop + permanent exhibition  
Lenght:  2 hours (approximative)  
Heures de départ:  10:00am  | 1:00pm | 3:30pm 
Prix :  $50.00 (family) 
 $19,50 (13 and up) 
 $9,25 (6 to 12) 
 Free (under 5) 
 

Please come 15 minutes before the scheduled time  
 

VISIT INCLUDING PICNIC BASKET 
And why not extend your stay by ordering a picnic basket  

from Restaurant la Traite?  
Price:  $39,00 (13 and up) 
 $19,00 (6 to 12) 
 Free (under 5) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VISIT TO THE EKIONKIESTHA' NATIONAL 
LONGHOUSE ($) 

Visitors can journey into the very heart of the Huron-Wendat lifestyle 
during the pre-contact period at the Ekionkiestha' National Longhouse. 
Your host will welcome you to the site of the National Longhouse, 
which is in the Huron-Wendat Museum gardens. An explanation of the 
period’s way of life, how they built this type of dwelling, horticulture 
(Three Sisters garden), and the creation myth will also be part of the 
enriching experience.  
RESERVATION  418-847-2260 
$10,00 (13 and up) | $5,00$ (6 to 12) | free (under 5) 
 

Lenght:   1 hour (approximative) 
Departure time:  9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m  
Please come 15 minutes before the scheduled time  

TALKING STICK ($) 
 

Accompanied by a lady of the Huron-wendat na-
tion, make your own talking stick. The activity of a 
duration of one (1) hour, will make you discover 
what is this purpose for the First nation people. 
You will return home , with your own guardian of 
emotions 
 
Schedule:  3:15pm & 14:30pm  
Prix :  $60,00 per family 
 

Reservation is mandatory | 418-847-2222 
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